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Abstract
While the general task of textual sentiment
classification has been widely studied, much
less research looks specifically at sentiment
between a specified source and target. To
tackle this problem, we experimented with a
state-of-the-art relation extraction model. Sur-
prisingly, we found that despite reasonable
performance, the model’s attention was often
systematically misaligned with the words that
contribute to sentiment. Thus, we directly
trained the model’s attention with human ra-
tionales and improved our model performance
by a robust 4∼8 points on all tasks we defined
on our data sets. We also present a rigorous
analysis of the model’s attention, both trained
and untrained, using novel and intuitive met-
rics. Our results show that untrained atten-
tion does not provide faithful explanations;
however, trained attention with concisely an-
notated human rationales not only increases
performance, but also brings faithful explana-
tions. Encouragingly, a small amount of an-
notated human rationales suffice to correct the
attention in our task.
1 Introduction
While the problems of detecting targeted senti-
ment and sentiment aspect have been well-studied,
there has been less work on the detection of sen-
timent relations in text. In genres such as Twit-
ter or other social media sites where targeted sen-
timent is applied, the source of the sentiment is
almost always the author. In more formal genres
such as news, however, the author frequently spec-
ifies who feels a certain sentiment about a particu-
lar target, usually using words that provide cues
about the sentiment (which we term rationales)
as the sentences in Table 1 show. In early work
on the analysis of sentiment relations, Ruppen-
hofer et al. (2008) note that in meetings and blogs
several sources may be present, discussing dif-
Sentences
“ He endorsed a proposal for targeted
sanctions against Mugabe .”
“ The sale infuriated Beijing , which regards
Taiwan an integral part of its territory.”
Relations
He +−−−−→
endorsed
proposal, proposal −−−−→
against
Mugabe
The sale −−−−−→
infuriated
Beijing, Beijing +−−−→
regards
Taiwan
Table 1: Typical sentences in our dataset, which in-
cludes entity (boxed) and relation (as arrows) annota-
tions with human rationales (underlined).
ferent issues. A system that only identifies posi-
tive or negative sentiment towards a target misses
the more limited scope of the sentiment intended
by the author. The task of finding the sentiment
of opinion relations given the source and target
closely resembles the task of relation extraction as
the system must predict the value of the sentiment
between two entities.
In this paper, we present a method for extract-
ing opinion relations that features a technique
for training attention to focus on human ratio-
nales, along with a series of quantitative met-
rics to evaluate the quality of the model’s atten-
tion. Our approach builds on a state-of-the-art re-
lation extraction method (Zhang et al., 2017) and
augments it with a loss function based on KL-
divergence between the model’s attention and the
human rationales in our training data. We eval-
uated our system on two separate annotated cor-
pora which carry different kinds of sentiment: the
Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA)
corpus (Wilson, 2008) which has been extensively
used in sentiment analysis, and the Good-For Bad-
For (GFBF) corpus (Deng et al., 2013) which con-
tains sentences expressing whether a person or
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event is good or bad for another person or event.
We also developed our system for two separate
scenarios, one in which it must distinguish be-
tween pairs of entities that have sentiment rela-
tions and pairs that do not, and another in which
it receives only entity pairs that do participate in
sentiment relations where the goal is to determine
polarity.
We compared our approach against a wide
range of relation extraction systems showing a
significant absolute gain in performance of 8
points. We experimented with different quantities
of human-annotated rationales and show that only
a small number of human rationales was enough
to yield half of the gain in performance.
Finally, we used two novel and intuitive metrics,
“probes-needed" and “mass-needed" and a simple
LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) based method to verify
that our model does attend to words that it relies on
to make the prediction, and hence brings faithful
attention - whether it truly reflects how the model
makes prediction. In contrast, our experiments re-
veal that on one of our tasks, the standard use of
attention in (Zhang et al., 2017) does not focus on
the words that the model relies on to make the pre-
diction.
Our contributions include:
• A novel model for opinion relation extraction
that significantly outperforms other recent re-
lation extraction approaches by incorporating
human rationales.
• Rigorous and intuitive quantitative metrics to
evaluate model’s attention.
• An encouraging finding that only a small
number of concisely annotated human ratio-
nales is needed to improve performance and
provide faithful explanation.
2 Related Work
This work touches a wide range of domains, in-
cluding sentiment analysis, relation extraction and
attention mechanisms.
Sentiment Analysis Previous neural methods
for targeted sentiment analysis have developed
modified versions of attention that take extended
context surrounding the target words into account
(Liu and Zhang, 2017; Xu et al., 2018). Neither
of these take human rationales into account nor do
they consider the source of sentiment. More re-
cent work on targeted sentiment analysis (without
source), like our work, points to problems in the
accuracy of using attention and proposes instead
the use of a transformative network model (Li
et al., 2018).
Yang and Cardie (2013) use sequence label-
ing to jointly identify sentiment relations includ-
ing source as well as target and in later work they
develop an LSTM for the same task (Katiyar and
Cardie, 2016), but they do not identify sentiment
polarity and thus, while the focus overlaps with
ours, it is not directly comparable. Other related
research uses probabilistic soft logic (PSL) (Deng
and Wiebe, 2015), along with multiple separate
models for inferring source, target, sentiment span
and polarities and merges the results using dif-
ferent PSL approaches. Their pipelined approach
contains heuristics, however, and is difficult to
replicate.
Relation Extraction There has been a wide
range of neural network architectures designed
for the task of relation extraction, e.g., Convo-
lutional Neural Networks with attention mecha-
nism (Wang et al., 2016) augmented by depen-
dency structures (Huang et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2018), Tree Neural Networks (Socher et al., 2013)
with LSTM units (Tai et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015;
Miwa and Bansal, 2016), and LSTMs over de-
pendency trees (Xu et al., 2015). Our model is
an extension of Zhang et al. (2017), and we com-
pared our model against Xu et al. (2015), Tai et al.
(2015) and Wang et al. (2016). We show that our
approach that incorporates human rationales out-
performs all of these by a wide margin.
Attention Mechanisms Usually attention is
learned in an unsupervised fashion, but several re-
cent approaches use supervised techniques to im-
prove attention with human rationales. For in-
stance, Mi et al. (2016) used word alignment to
guide machine translation and Liu et al. (2017)
used argument keywords to improve event detec-
tion. A more recent sophisticated approach (Bao
et al., 2018) trains a model that maps from hu-
man rationales to machine attention which are then
used for target tasks. However, none of these
works examine a model’s attention quantitatively
and systematically.
Our attention evaluation is closest to a very re-
cent paper by Jain and Wallace (2019), which also
provided a rigorous analysis on the faithfulness
of model’s attention. They found that attention
weights are poorly correlated with the influence
of each token approximated by the leave-one-out
method; additionally, they point out that incorpo-
rating human rationale is a promising future direc-
tion in its related work section. In comparison,
through evaluating “mass/probes needed", the two
novel metrics specifically designed for this senti-
ment analysis task, we also found that untrained
attention does not bring faithful attention. Excit-
ingly, we are able to move one step forward and
our experiment shows that incorporating human
rationales can correct this problem under some
cases - and a small amount of them suffice.
3 Data
General Formulation In our formulation, each
sentence annotation consists of (i) a source text
span (an entity), (ii) a target text span (an en-
tity/event), (iii) a rationale span, and (iv) a la-
bel. For example, in the sentence, “I respect
my collaborator”, “I” is the source, “my col-
laborator” is the target, “respect” is the ratio-
nale describing the relation from the source to
the target, and the sentiment label is positive.
More precisely, let sentence S be a word se-
quence [w0, w1, w2, . . .]; source text span s =
(sstart, send) s.t. [wsstart , wsstart+1 , . . . , wsend−1 ]
is the text mention of the source; similarly tar-
get text span t = (tstart, tend); and rationale span
c = (cstart, cend). In the above example, w0 = “I”,
s = (0, 1), c = (1, 2), t = (2, 4). Our task is to
predict the sentiment label given S, s and t, where
s and t are ground-truth entity spans as in the stan-
dard formulation of relation extraction problems.
In one setting for our model, the ground-truth
entity pair is known to have a relation and the
model must classify its polarity, e.g., as positive
or negative. Not every pair of entities/events has a
relation, however. In the above example, the con-
verse sentiment, from “my collaborator” towards
“I”, is unknown. Thus, we consider a second
setting, detailed in Section 4.1, that requires our
model to also identify relations between ground-
truth entities. For both data sets, we performed 5-
fold cross validation with 90% of the data. Within
each fold, 65% of the documents were assigned to
training, 15% development, and 20% test. The re-
maining 10% of the data is held out for comparing
our new method’s performance against the base-
line’s.
MPQA 2.0 The Multi-Perspective Question An-
swering 2.0 dataset (Wilson, 2008) annotates enti-
ties as well as relations between them, with those
classified as “direct-subjective” and “attitude” cor-
responding to sentiment. These relation annota-
tions include offsets that indicate rationale spans,
and their “polarity” attributes, which could be one
of positive, negative or neutral, can be used to de-
termine labels. Details on the annotation scheme
can be found in Wilson (2008). We pre-processed
the data into the format shown in Table 1, and cre-
ated the data points as described in the previous
paragraph. This resulted in ∼800 positive, ∼900
neutral, ∼750 negative, and ∼17000 ∅-labeled
data points for training on each fold.
GFBF The GoodFor/BadFor corpus (Deng
et al., 2013) is similar to MPQA2.0, but in-
stead annotates whenever an entity positively or
negatively affects another. This dataset is still
relevant for sentiment because the relations are
semantically similar, and there are also only two
categories, positive and negative (as opposed
to other relation extraction data sets, such as
TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017) and SemEval-2010
Task 8 (Hendrickx et al., 2009)). A separate
benefit of this dataset is its shorter rationale spans
compared to MPQA, making it simpler to evaluate
attention (discussed later). Processing for this
corpus is similar to MPQA, resulting in ∼300
“goodFor", ∼400 “badFor" and ∼2300 ∅-labeled
training points on each fold.
Example Annotations We include some exam-
ples in the Appendix Section A.1.
4 Methods
In this section, we describe (i) our model’s archi-
tecture and the baselines we compare against and
(ii) our method of training attention with human
rationales. We include our code for implementa-
tion in Supplementary Materials.1
4.1 Baseline Experiments
Our experiments center around the model devel-
oped by Zhang et al. (2017), which comprises a
Long Short Term Memory network (LSTM) and
attention mechanism (abbreviated as AttnLSTM).
We also implemented a Convolutional Neural
1The software and processed dataset will be released un-
der the MIT License upon acceptance.
Network (Kim, 2014) with multi-level attention
(Wang et al., 2016) and an LSTM over the Short-
est Dependency Path (Xu et al., 2015), and a Tree-
LSTM (Tai et al., 2015). These systems have all
been developed to identify relations between in-
put entities and thus, they are tested on data that
includes gold standard entities. We follow this ap-
proach in our work.
Here we give a quick overview of the AttnL-
STM model. The original AttnLSTM represents
each entity-annotated sentence with a plain Bi-
LSTM’s output hi over a sequence of word vectors
xi:
{h1, . . . ,h|S|} = Bi-LSTM({x1, . . . ,x|S|}) (1)
The model uses randomly initialized position em-
beddings, psi and p
t
i, to identify source and target
respectively. For example, psi is a vector in an em-
bedding matrix P indexed by the displacement psi
between i and the source span s:
psi = min(i− sstart, 0) + max(0, i− send) (2)
pti is computed analogously, using the same em-
bedding matrix P. psi and p
t
i are then used, along
with hi and the final hidden state hq, to determine
the attention weights Aˆ. That is,
ei = tanh(Whhi+Wqhq+Wsp
s
i+Wtp
t
i) (3)
ui = v
>ei (4)
Aˆ = softmax({u1, . . . , u|S|}) (5)
where Wh,Wq,Ws,Wt,v are trained parame-
ters.
The final sentence representation used for
classification is then a weighted sum, z =∑n
i=1 Aˆ(i)hi, to be fed into a fully connected
layer with softmax activation for classification; i.e.
y = softmax(Wzz) is the predicted probability
distribution over labels, where Wz is a fully con-
nected layer with trained parameters.
As in the original paper, we utilize multi-
channel augmentation and word dropout; in our
experiments with this model, the xi is a concatena-
tion of pretrained word embedding, part-of-speech
embeddings and sentiment class embeddings. We
also mask the source and target span to UNK and
randomly set 6% of the words to UNK to simulate
dropout. Two additional trainable vector parame-
ters are used to replace, or mask, the embeddings
for words in the source and target span, respec-
tively.
The classification loss Lclf is the cross-entropy
between prediction y and label l. We consider
more loss components in the next section.
In the setting where the model must identify
relations, each pair of annotated entities/events
within a sentence becomes a data point, with some
pairs annotated as having “no-relation”, abbrevi-
ated ∅. The resultant dataset is heavily skewed
(since N entities within a sentence will lead to
roughly N2 pairs, with all but a few labelled ∅), so
we used under-sampling to balance the label dis-
tribution.
4.2 Leveraging Human Rationales
A human annotator may focus on certain cue
words while determining sentiment; therefore,
these human rationales can be used to guide the
model’s attention. We use these human rationales
to extend the AttnLSTM, which many standard re-
lation extraction models, as well as our base At-
tnLSTM, would be unable to utilize during train-
ing.
Our method to incorporate human rationales is
to directly train the model’s attention Aˆ. Since Aˆ
is a probability distribution over |S| positions, we
define a human’s “ground truth attention" A also
as a probability distribution that is uniform over
the human rationales, or uniform over every word
if the label is ∅. That is,
A(i) =

1
|S| if l = ∅
1
cend−cstart else if cstart ≤ i < cend
0 otherwise
(6)
The model’s attention is made to match “human
attention" through a new KL-divergence loss com-
ponent Lattn = KL(A||Aˆ), thus making the over-
all objective L = Lclf + λattnLattn, where λattn
is a tunable hyperparameter.
Predicting Rationales An alternative approach
is a standard multi-task learning framework,
where the model must additionally assign the
probabilities that each word would be annotated
as within the span of the rationale and hence add
a corresponding loss component Lr, a tunable
hyper-parameter λr to balance the main task of
predicting the label with the auxiliary task of iden-
tifying human rationales. Since it is a standard and
popular approach, we include the details in the ap-
pendix section A.4. We tune the multi-task learn-
ing parameter λr thoroughly for each task, while
keeping λattn fixed after initial experiments). This
is to negate any tuning-related bias in performance
(Lipton and Steinhardt, 2018) in favor of our novel
formulation when comparing it to the multi-task
learning baseline on cross-validation test sets.
“Limited Rationales" As human rationale an-
notations are expensive, it is natural to ask "When
human rationales are unavailable, how much
would it help if the researchers manually anno-
tated some?". To answer this question, we simu-
lated scenarios where only a limited number of hu-
man rationales are annotated by training with only
a small subset of human rationales in the dataset.
To make notations easier we index data points by
superscript n. We sample a subset of relations in
our dataset on which to apply our attention loss,
and rescale Lnattn appropriately. In particular, if
M is a random γ-fraction of points in our dataset,
we define a subsampled loss
L′nattn =

0 if ln 6= ∅ & n /∈M
Lnattn/γ if ln 6= ∅ & n ∈M
Lnattn if ln = ∅
(7)
Ln = Lnclf + λattnL′nattn (8)
so that sampled relations have losses scaled up,
non-sampled ones zeroed, and ∅ unchanged.
5 Metrics
In this section we describe how we evaluate model
performance and attention. We provide both high
level explanations and formal mathematical defi-
nitions for the model’s attention metrics.
5.1 Prediction Accuracy Metrics
In the setting where the model merely needs to
classify relations as positive/neutral/negative or
goodFor/badFor, the label classes are fairly bal-
anced, so we measure the model’s accuracy. In
contrast, when the model also has to identify rela-
tions (i.e., data points may be labelled ∅) we mea-
sure F-score because of the class imbalance.
5.2 Faithfulness Metrics
Here we give our novel metrics to evaluate
the model’s attention: probes-needed and mass-
needed. On a high level, these two metrics rep-
resent: if a person wants to find the token that
influences the model’s prediction the most, but is
only given the attention weights on each position
for his/her reference, how much time/“cost" does
it take to find the token?
We first determine the most influential token
using the approximation LIME (Locally Inter-
pretable Model-agnostic Explanations) (Ribeiro
et al., 2016). LIME scores each word by com-
paring the model’s confidence score on its orig-
inal prediction between the unmodified sentence
and a sentence with the current word masked as
UNK, so that the “most important word” to the
model is the one that would lower the confidence
the most if masked. Formally, let y be the con-
fidence score assigned to its predicted label; S−i
be the sentence S with the ith being replaced by
UNK; y−i be the confidence score with the input
sentence S−i. Then our most influential token is
at the position i = argmaxj y − y−j .
Probes-needed refers to the number of words
we need to probe (look at) based on the model’s
attention to find the most important word. Specifi-
cally, this is the ranking of the rationale word if the
words were sorted descending by attention weight
assigned by the model. In this case, the model
that largely ignores the rationale word would have
a much higher “probes-needed” since the word
would be near last in this weight ranking.
Formally, let the sentence length be |S| and i,
the most important position, be defined as i =
argmaxj A(j) (taking the first i if tied), where A
is the human rationale defined in equation 6. Now
we consider a model attention Aˆ and find the index
i according to Aˆ. Therefore,
probes-needed(Aˆ) = 1 +
∑
j|Aˆ(j)>Aˆ(i)
1 (9)
Mass-needed is even more fine-grained. If
the words are sorted as in probes-needed, mass-
needed is the total probability mass (i.e. attention
weight) on the words ranked above the rationale
word. This distinguishes cases when, for example,
two models both assign the rationale word second
place, but one a much more distant second (so its
“mass needed” would be higher since more mass
is on an incorrect first). Formally,
mass-needed(Aˆ) = 1 +
∑
j|Aˆ(j)>Aˆ(i)
Aˆ(j) (10)
Jain and Wallace (2019) evaluated the faith-
fulness of attention mechanism by calculating
the Kendall τ correlation between the attention
weights and individual token influences y − y−j ,
and they acknowledged that irrelevant features
may add noise to the correlation measures. In con-
trast, we only focus on the most influential words.
Such a decision is well-suited for this sentiment
analysis task, where only a few tokens are domi-
nantly important in determining the label.
5.3 Plausibility Metrics
Attention weights seem to explain the models’
behavior because they sometimes match the key
words that human uses to make a decision. How-
ever, an explanation plausible to human eyes does
not imply that the interpretation is faithful. In this
paper, we also evaluate the plausibility of the at-
tention weights. Since on GFBF the average ratio-
nale length is less than 2 words, we can also use
the probes/mass-needed metrics to evaluate how
much time/“cost" the attention weights take to find
a rationale token. In contrast, rationales on MPQA
are long (> 4 words), so we evaluate plausibility
through human crowd sourcing experiments. We
used a crowd-sourced platform, Figure-8, to let
humans ultimately judge how well each attention
distribution “explains” a particular sentiment. 2
We sampled a set of 40 data points from each of
the 5 folds in which the rationale-trained and base
models both predicted the correct sentiment rela-
tion with confidence over 0.5 to filter out noisy
predictions, and showed workers attention visual-
izations of the two models, asking them to com-
pare the quality of the two (paying 61 cents for 8
questions). In particular, we asked (i) whether ei-
ther of the attention visualizations is a sensible ex-
planation and (ii) if both are sensible, which one
is preferred, and by how much. We ultimately
judged an attention mechanism to explain a rela-
tion better than another on a data point if either (i)
this one was sensible but not the other, or (ii) both
were sensible, but this one was preferred. Figure 3
in the Appendix shows an example Figure-8 ques-
tion.
6 Results
We first show that our novel method for training
attention brings significant improvements and out-
performs a wide range of competitive baselines.
2This was approved by an IRB with exempt status under
protocol number AAAS0867, each worker consented elec-
tronically by choosing to participate after being given the in-
structions.
Next, we establish that a small number of (po-
tentially expensive) human rationale annotations
suffices to bring half of our empirical gain. Fi-
nally, we quantitatively reveal that in some tasks
the attention of the original AttnLSTM exhibits
unexpected behaviors. On GFBF our method pro-
vides a simple fix and trained attention brings both
faithful explanations and plausibility; however, on
MPQA our method only improves plausibility, but
the attention is not faithful.
6.1 Comparison with Baselines
Table 2 shows the performance of each model.
Trained attention brings a significant improvement
on F-score over untrained attention (4∼ 8 points);
additionally, it improves all the label-wise pre-
cision, recall and F-scores on both MPQA and
GFBF (A.5). It also outperforms the popular
multi-task learning method (Pred-rationales) in all
tasks, even though λrationale has been tuned much
more thoroughly than λattn. 3
6.2 Varying the Number of Rationales
These results describe the performance of a model
trained as briefly introduced in Section 4.2. Fig-
ure 1 plots this performance against the fraction
of data points with human rationales annotation.
As expected, the more rationales, the better the
performance. Notably, the improvement is sub-
modular: the marginal improvement per rationale
decreases as more rationales are used, and so the
first few rationales end up being the most helpful.
Just 100 rationales (4% of all rationales in MPQA,
or 7% in GFBF) brings about 2.5 points of im-
provement. Attention loss, defined in section 5.2,
follows a similar increasing and submodular trend,
for both datasets.
Even more surprisingly, we found that while a
model could develop a reasonable attention mech-
anism by itself with just a good amount of data
without rationales, training on a few rationales can
‘nudge’ the attention in the right direction, result-
ing in significant gains in attention performance.
In a separate experiment, we trained a model on
just 200 data points and all their rationales, and
this performed worse than training on all the data
3As a sanity check against overtuning, we compared the
performance of AttnLSTM vs. Trained-attn on the held-
out test set. We found a 3.5-point improvement on MPQA
Include-∅, 7.9 on MPQA Exclude-∅, 2.8 on GFBF Include-∅,
and 9.2 on GFBF Exclude-∅, improvements similar to that on
the cross-validation test sets.
Model MPQA Include-∅ MPQA Exclude-∅ GFBF Include-∅ GFBF Exclude-∅
AttnCNN 20.3 38.7 34.5 53.6
TreeLSTM 29.9 56.1 46.4 70.6
SDP 34.2 60.7 60.1 81.0
AttnLSTM 32.7 62.4 60.4 80.4
Pred-rationales 34.9 63.0 61.4 85.1
Trained-attn 37.6(+4.9) 68.7(+6.3) 65.4(+5.0) 88.7(+8.3)
Table 2: F-score (for Include-∅ columns) and accuracy (for Exclude-∅ columns) for various baselines and our
method. AttnCNN is the CNN model by Wang et al. (2016); TreeLSTM is a tree model with LSTM units by Tai
et al. (2015); SDP is the Shortest Dependency Path model by Xu et al. (2015); AttnLSTM is our baseline model by
Zhang et al. (2017). Pred-rationales is a popular multi-task learning method for leveraging rationales, and trained-
attn is our novel method for training the attention. Both of them are applied to AttnLSTM, and are described
in Section 4.2. Improvements of Trained-attn over non-trained attention, shown in parentheses, are statistically
significant with p < 0.002. Likewise, improvements over Pred-rationales have p < 0.02.
Figure 1: On the left/right hand side is F-score Per-
formance/attention loss improvement (y-axis) vs. us-
ing different percentages of human-annotated ratio-
nales (x-axis). We calculate the difference from atten-
tion loss when training with all rationales. To draw the
plot, for MPQA, we sample 100, 200, 400, and 800 ra-
tionales (corresponding to 4%, 8%, 16%, and 33% of
all rationales); and for GFBF, 50, 100, 200, and 400
rationales (7%, 13%, 27%, and 53%).
points but a smaller fraction of rationales – 50 ra-
tionales (4%) on GFBF, and 100 (7%) on MPQA.
Therefore, fewer rationales can be more effective
if there is enough other data.
6.3 Problems Corrected on GFBF
For GFBF models, trained attention weights im-
prove significantly for both explanation faithful-
ness and plausibility, evaluated by probes/mass-
needed. If the attention is untrained, on average
we need to probe 8 positions (probes-needed) to
find the “most important word”, the word that the
model relies on the most (faithful explanation), or
the rationale word (plausibility). However, adding
Untrained Socialized medicine will hurt
Medicare and is too expensive.
Trained Socialized medicine will hurt
Medicare and is too expensive.
Figure 2: A typical data point where the untrained
model attends to the target, and the trained attends to
the key word for the relation (in this case, between “So-
cialized medicine” and “Medicare”).
just 100 rationales for training causes a drastic re-
duction in probes-needed to around 2, almost as
high as training with all rationales. We observe the
same trend for mass-needed as well ( Table 3). An
important observation is that a random baseline is
expected to have a mass needed of 0.5, which the
non-trained attention system significantly exceeds.
This suggests that it develops an attention mecha-
nism that actually systematically fails to attend to
the correct position.
Plausibility Probes-needed Mass-needed
Non-trained 8.00 0.80
100 rationales 1.73 0.128
Fully trained 1.55 0.111
Faithfulness Probes-needed Mass-needed
Non-trained 8.46/8.71 0.78/0.73
100 rationales 2.06/3.24 0.12/0.20
Fully trained 2.02/2.68 0.10/0.16
Table 3: Attention metrics on models trained
with varying numbers of rationales. The lower the
Probes/Mass -needed, the better the attention faithful-
ness. We report the cases where the prediction is cor-
rect / wrong separately.
6.4 Plausibility6= Faithful Explanation on
MPQA
We report the plausibility (Section 5.3) and faith-
fulness (Section 5.2) of the attention weights pro-
duced by the model trained on MPQA.
We compare the plausibility of trained vs. non-
trained attention in our crowd sourcing experi-
ment, and humans in general find the trained at-
tention weights to be more plausible. Among
the ∼700 collected evaluations about the rela-
tive quality of the two attention system outputs,
non-trained attention was deemed sensible 87.9%
of the time, and trained attention 93.3%. Over-
all, non-trained attention was judged to be better
18.0% of the time and trained-attention 34.7% of
the time (47.3% being draws), a result that is sig-
nificant with p < 6·10−8. Hence, trained attention
is more plausible on MPQA.
Nevertheless, the attention weights are not
“faithful" explanations. It requires 16.98 probes
and 0.688 (> 0.5) mass to find the most influ-
ential word, which exceeds the random baseline.
We conclude that for trained attention model on
MPQA, attention explanation is mostly plausible
but poorly faithful.
7 Discussion
Plausibility vs. Faithful Explanations An im-
portant distinction throughout our paper is the
three “interpretations" of a prediction: (1) the
words we (humans) rely on when judging a sen-
timent relation, (2) the words a model relies on in
making a prediction, and (3) the attention weights
of each word. Only the attention weights are im-
mediately visible, since rationales only approxi-
mate the distribution of words humans rely on to
make the predictions, and the model may hide a
pathway separate from attention for making senti-
ment predictions. As shown in section 6.4, expla-
nation faithfulness and plausibility might not be
both present.
Typically if the model is good enough, it should
naturally rely on what the human relies on; how-
ever, this is not always the case, i.e. as discussed
by Rajpurkar et al. (2018) and Mudrakarta et al.
(2018). In such a setting, all three quantities could
differ, but our results provide evidence that forc-
ing the model’s attention to align with human ra-
tionales (plausibility) has the side-effect of uniting
attention with the model’s hidden word attribution
(faithfulness) on the GFBF corpus.
Repairing Attention As discussed by Bao et al.
(2018), attention mechanisms degrade when there
is not enough training data. Our results corrobo-
rate this claim (refer back to Table 3), showing that
it might be even worse: rather than being noisy,
the model’s attention is systematically wrong on
some folds when trained on small datasets like
GFBF. As shown in Table 3, untrained attention
sometimes brings so little faithfulness that it at-
tends to the rationale word less frequently than a
random baseline, suggesting that the model is sys-
tematically assigning weights to words that it does
not rely on to make the prediction.
On the GFBF corpus, our method provides a
simple fix. As shown in Table 3, trained atten-
tion brings faithful explanations, even with just
a few rationales. However, we see that it does
not work under all circumstances: on MPQA the
trained attention weights do not provide faithful
explanations. We suspect the reason is that the ra-
tionales annotated on MPQA are long and contain
“redundant words". Consider the following exam-
ple: “The visit is widely expected to be centered
on [China]source’s [dissatisfaction over]rationale [the
Taiwan issue]target.” The model might not need to
use the word “over" in its prediction, thus intro-
ducing noise into our induced ground truth atten-
tion. This implies that more “concisely annotated"
rationales might be helpful: only the minimum set
of words that determines the sentiment is needed.
For example, in figure 2, the word “hurt" alone de-
scribes the relation between the source and target,
and other words such as “will" should be excluded.
Since our technique does not use task-specific
engineering and only requires human-annotated
rationales and the model’s attention, it can be eas-
ily applied to other types of relation extraction
tasks with concise human-annotated rationales to
improve both the performance and attention faith-
fulness. Nevertheless, maintaining a faithful at-
tention is inherently hard for other tasks: the inter-
pretation that attention mechanism induces is in-
evitably a weighted sum of relevant words, oblit-
erating the complex syntactic, grammatical, and
compositional relation between them, which are
important for most of the NLP tasks beyond sen-
timent analysis. Therefore, our methodology is
more likely to be applied when the most difficult
part of the task involves finding and disambiguat-
ing the few tokens that matter to the label, rather
than disambiguating complex syntactic relations.
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A Supplementary Materials
A.1 Sample Data
Here we include some example annotations from
the pre-processed corpus. []s is the source span, []t
the target span and []r the rationale span.
A.1.1 MPQA2.0
Sentence: After Putin ’s [statement]t [they]s
[rubbed their palms at length]r.
Label: Positive
Sentence: The situation in which [Putin]s
[has agreed]r [to open former Soviet military
airfields to American armed forces in three
(former Soviet) Central Asian countries]t could
be regarded as dramatic .
Label: Positive
Sentence: [Putin]s [has no greater desire than]r
[to present to the West the Chechen independence
movement as a chapter of “ international terror]t.”
He did not succeed with that so far .
Label: Positive
Sentence: [I]s [didn’t particularly want]r to
[come here]t and when I came here everybody
noticed that I was really, really sad because I
loved being at Enderly Park.
Label: Negative
Sentence: Talking to IRNA, [Ivashev]s [ex-
pressed regrets over]r [the fact that the people in
some parts of the world are indifferent toward the
expansionist policies of the United States and do
not proceed to condemn them]t .
Label: Negative
Sentence: Talking to IRNA, [Ivashev]s ex-
pressed regrets over the fact that the people in
some parts of the world are indifferent toward [the
expansionist policies of [the United States]t and
do not proceed to condemn them]r.
Label: Negative
Sentence: Talking to IRNA, Ivashev expressed
regrets over the fact that [the people in some
parts of the world]s are indifferent toward the
expansionist policies of the United States and [do
not proceed to condemn]r [them]t.
Label: Neutral
Sentence: While depending heavily on his
rural support, [Mugabe]s told thousands of ur-
banizers he [would focus on]r [housing and job
creation]t if re-elected .
Label: Neutral
Sentence: Mbeki was, however, already on
the record as saying that [the Commonwealth]s
also had [other issues]t to [consider]r.
Label: Neutral
A.1.2 GFBF
Sentence: Now more than ever is the time to re-
mind him that he ’s had his day and [the policies]t
[he]s [implemented]r - from the stimulus to
Obamacare to new financial regulation - not only
haven’t helped; they’ve hurt.
Label: Goodfor
Sentence: And early indications about Oba-
maCare’s implementation via new regulations
suggest [this law]s will [validate]r [its critics’ dire
predictions]t
Label: Goodfor
Sentence: Apparently, [bureaucrats]s will do
what the ObamaCare law didn’t to [ensure]r [that
government takes over health care]t.
Label: Goodfor
Sentence: By [limiting]r [its repeal]t, [Congress]s
unconstitutionally entrenched IPAB , preventing
members of Congress from effectively represent-
ing their constituents
Label: Badfor
[Those reductions]s will further [diminish]r [the
number of Medicare providers]t and/or reduce the
quality of carein essence, creating precisely the
de facto rationing of health-care services the bill
supposedly prohibits
Label: Badfor
Sentence: In addition to ignoring some ex-
isting problems in the health care system,
[ObamaCare]s will actually [worsen]r [other
problems for doctors]t
Label: Badfor
A.2 Hyperparameters
Here we describe our implementation of our
model based on (Zhang et al., 2017). We used
the 300-dimensional word vectors pretrained on
GoogleNews (Pennington et al., 2014). Each word
had an additional 10 channels for a part-of-speech
embedding (POS Tagging by nltk (Bird et al.,
2009)), and another 10 for an embedding accord-
ing to the word’s sentiment score induced from a
Reddit news community corpus, using SocialSent
(Hamilton et al., 2016). The other parameters in
Zhang et al. (2017), including the hidden state di-
mension |hi| = d, position embedding dimension
dp, and latent dimension for computing attention
da, were 140, 35, and 50, respectively.
We tuned λr on the test set of the first fold for
each task, pick the best λr, and use it for all the
other folds. In particular, we varied λr to be [0.01,
0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3] and found
0.05 to be the best for MPQA including ∅, 0.25
for MPQA excluding ∅, 0.25 for GFBF including
∅, and 0.3 for GFBF excluding ∅. We tuned λattn
as little as possible, since we wanted to make sure
that it was our novel training method that brought
empirical improvement, not the hyperparameter
tuning. We experimented with λattn = 0.3 in
our first attempt and it worked well enough, so we
fixed it throughout the entire paper.
A.3 Figure 8 Example Question
Figure 3: An example question shown to workers.
A.4 Predicting Cues Formulation
Formally, the ground truth of rationale is defined
as
ci =
{
1 ln 6= ∅ and cstart ≤ i < cend
0 otherwise
(11)
and the model is augmented with a component
cˆi = σ(fcTr (ei)) that predicts ci by feeding the
word representation ei through a fully connected
layer fcr and then a sigmoid. Lr; a cross-entropy
loss between cˆi and ci, is used to train, thus mak-
ing the overall objective L = Lclf + λrLr, where
λr is a tunable hyperparameter. This allows the
model to use the same amount of information as
training attention, but does not train the model’s
attention directly.
A.5 Performance Breakdown
Because of the large class imbalance towards ln =
∅, we compute precision and recall with a kind of
micro-average over data points that actually have,
or are classified to have a relation.
P (Precision) =
|{n ∈ N | yn = ln 6= ∅}|
|{n ∈ N | yn 6= ∅}| (12)
R(Recall) =
|{n ∈ N | yn = ln 6= ∅}|
|{n ∈ N | ln 6= ∅}| (13)
F-score =
2PR
P +R
(14)
Since non-∅ classes are nearly balanced, our met-
rics are practically identical to (< 1.5% relative
difference from) the macro-F score metrics. Here
we show the performance breakdown of trained at-
tention by label and metrics (precision, recall and
f-score), respectively for MPQA and GFBF. Num-
ber in the parentheses is the improvement over the
original AttnLSTM model. We observe that our
approach with trained model’s attention outper-
forms the original AttnLSTM for all metrics and
labels.
label Precision Recall F-score
Negative 36.4(+2.1) 38.7(+2.5) 36.9(+1.5)
Neutral 30.8(+3.0) 36.5(+4.6) 32.9(+3.6)
Positive 41.2(+9.0) 44.7(+8.1) 42.3(+8.2)
Average 36.1(+4.7) 40.0(+5.1) 37.4(+4.5)
Table 4: Precision, recall and F-scores for each label on
MPQA (including ∅), averaged across 5 folds. Each en-
try shows the performance with trained attention, with
the improvement over AttnLSTM baseline in parenthe-
ses. Results are averaged over 5 folds, so F 6= 2PRP+R in
this table.
label Precision Recall F-score
goodfor 60.2(+5.9) 66.9(+6.3) 63.4(+6.7)
badfor 63.4(+0.3) 71.2(+7.4) 66.8(+3.5)
Average 61.8(+3.1) 69.1(+6.9) 65.1(+5.1)
Table 5: Performance breakdown on GFBF including
∅, similar to Table 4.
